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Hello!

I am filled with pride 
every time I think 
of the members of 
K-State’s College of 
Education family: 
faculty, students, 

staff, alumni and friends. There is so much to 
share with you that it’s best to dive in!

Whether it’s through research, innovative 
programming, inspiring future teachers or 
encouraging people to become teachers, 
K-State’s College of Education is the largest 
teacher preparation program in Kansas — 
for good reason. This edition of Connections 
contains an in-depth look at some of our 
faculty researchers whose intellect and 
expertise are reshaping teaching and 
learning of young minds in classrooms 
across the globe. Whether it’s through 
technology, professional development or 
new ways to present information, College of 
Education faculty are touching students’ lives 
long before they arrive on a college campus.

You’ll read about five researchers who are 
making a tremendous difference in schools. 

Greetings from Dean Debbie Mercer

But there is one colleague and friend who 
retired this year and we will forever be 
grateful for her time at K-State.

Linda P. Thurston, associate dean for research 
and Lydia E. Skeen professor, retired this 
summer. It is difficult to put into words the 
amazing mix of traits — curious, driven, 
ever-capable and empathetic — that make 
up who Linda is. She brought a critical lens 
to each discussion, careful to always inquire 
if resources and programs were available 
to all students. She leaves a legacy — but 
for those who knew her well, I believe it’s 
more accurate to say Linda’s leaving behind 
an enormous intellectual footprint and a 
heartbeat that will echo in Bluemont Hall 
well into the future. I’d like to publicly thank 
Linda for all she’s done for the college, and 
also for the students everywhere who may 
never know her name but benefit from her 
compassion and tireless pursuit of equity.

One of the most rewarding aspects of being 
dean is being able to innovate, collaborate 
and support education leaders. It’s just 
so pleasing when they are K-Staters! The 
college recently collaborated with the 
Kansas State Department of Education and 

Commissioner Randy Watson ’81, ’84, ’90, to 
develop the “Be a Force for Good” teacher 
recruitment campaign. We also worked with 
Deputy Commissioner Brad Neuenswander 
— who is working on his doctorate — on 
a research project with statewide impact. 
K-Staters John Heim ’87, chief executive 
officer of the Kansas Association of School 
Boards, and G.A. Buie ’96, chief executive 
officer of the Kansas Superintendents 
Association, are Kansas Educational 
Leadership Institute, or KELI, partners. Rick 
Doll ’80, ’89, a K-Stater and former Kansas 
Superintendent of the Year, serves as the 
KELI executive director. There’s a lot of 
purple decision-making going on.

Thank you, one and all, for your commitment 
to education. Kansas needs you and your 
K-State College of Education appreciates you!

With purple pride,

Debbie Mercer

College welcomes new recruitment coordinator
Danae Daellenbach joined the College of 
Education as a recruitment coordinator this 
summer.

Daellenbach earned a bachelor’s degree 
in athletic training from the University of 
Wisconsin, Stevens Point in 2015. She came 
to K-State to work as a graduate assistant 
athletic trainer in student health at Lafene 

Health Center while she earned her master’s degree in public 
administration in 2017. Daellenbach believes her background and 
experiences complement her new position.

“My passion for lifelong learning brought me to the College of 
Education,” she said. “Our most valuable resource is you, alumni and 
friends of the college, and I invite you to contact me with ideas to 
recruit future teachers and to help us identify students you believe 
would be great teachers.”

Daellenbach encourages you to contact her at danaed@k-state.edu 
and to follow the college’s recruitment endeavors at 
#KStateFutureTeachers.
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Books and characters are at the heart of 
literacy projects. And this year’s alumni fellow, 
Shelbie Witte, repeatedly reveals her heart 
and character through inventive educational 
projects, like one that bridged a 7,000-mile 
separation between military-connected 
children and their deployed parents.

Witte, associate professor and the Kim and 
Chuck Watson endowed chair, secondary 
literacy education at Oklahoma State 
University’s College of Education, was named 
the College of Education’s 2017 alumni 
fellow. “It’s humbling, for sure,” she said. “It’s 
such a meaningful award for several reasons. 
I love K-State, I love Manhattan, and I love 
having worked at Fort Riley Middle School.”

After graduating from the University of 
Oklahoma in 1995 and teaching for seven 
years, Witte moved to Kansas, but it wasn’t 
the sunflowers that attracted her. “I met a 
boy, an Army boy and relocated here to be 
closer to him.”

The move changed the trajectory of Witte’s 
career when she accepted a teaching 
position on post in 2003. “At Fort Riley 
Middle School, there was more diversity 

Changing lives by the book

and more challenges than I’d seen in my 
career,” she said. “To witness firsthand what it 
meant to children when a parent was gone 
for nine months because they 
were deployed and some of the 
kids’ basic needs and emotional 
needs weren’t being met, and 
what it meant to teach kids 
who had already been in five 
different schools that year, was 
an awakening. I needed to learn 
more about teaching diverse 
learners and to learn more 
about the changes happening in literacy.”

That deep desire to reach students led her 
back to school, K-State, where she earned 
two graduate degrees.

“I felt like I was a good teacher when I 
started the graduate program, but I became 
a better learner because I questioned the 
things I was doing as a teacher and better 
reflected on the ways I approached my class 
and students,” she said.

In 2005, Witte developed the Talkback 
Program, a literacy project where her 
middle school students and K-State future 

teachers could 
interact online. The 
concept germinated 
from a parent-
teacher conference 
when Witte was 
shocked to learn a 
student who was 
not engaging in 
the classroom was 
writing poetry and 
essays for hours 
on the computer 
at home. After 
she attended a 
conference in 

Indiana where collaborative writing projects 
were discussed, Witte had an “aha moment” 
and the Talkback Program was born.

The biggest surprise came when a parent 
who was about to be deployed to Iraq asked 
if he could get a list of the books they’d be 
reading in the Talkback Project so he could 
discuss them with his child. “I said I can do 
you one better. I’ll send you the books and 
you can also get online and talk with us and 
you can interact with all of these students. 
It wasn’t long before he shared my email 
with other parents, who were soldiers in the 
same unit, so we had great participation. The 
parents felt a tie back to home through the 
pages of those books.”

Passionate about literacy since she was a 
voracious reader growing up in Chickasha, 
Oklahoma, Witte has been actively involved 
with the National Writing Project for 
two decades and developed a website, 
shelbiewittie.com, for educators that contains 
links, articles, apps, tools, videos and blogs.

According to Witte, book characters 
loosely fall into two categories: mirrors and 
windows. “Mirrors” are characters who are 
a reflection of the reader, and “windows” 
are characters who open new worlds and 
experiences to the reader. Witte said her 
actions are windows to her soul and she 
hopes her future teachers will mirror her 
example with heart.

Shelbie Witte films an episode of “EduCATion 
Today” with Dean Debbie Mercer. To watch, 
please visit the college’s YouTube channel.

“I felt like I was a good teacher when I started 
the graduate program but I became a better 
learner because I questioned the things I was 
doing as a teacher and better reflected on the 
ways I approached my class and students.”
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As a first-generation Mexican-American born in 
the United States, I am keenly aware of both the 
opportunities and the challenges that students like me 
experience in our K-16 educational systems. I am also 
aware that our K-12 classrooms are increasingly diverse, 
at multiple levels, and that this trend will continue for the 
foreseeable future. So, if America is to retain its place as a 
scientific, technological and innovation powerhouse, it is 
and will continue to be essential that increasing numbers 
of our culturally and linguistically diverse, or CLD, 
students receive the best preparation possible in our K-12 
schools. It is well-documented that a well-educated and 
innovative workforce is essential to national productivity.

Regrettably, successes among CLD students are not 
currently the norm. In fact, in four of the five states 
with the highest population of CLD students, only 25 
percent or fewer score at or above the basic level in 
reading (Samson & Collins, 2012). As we know, that 
skill is fundamental to learning. Yet, recent research 

and analyses continue to indicate that little attention has been afforded to 
the critical knowledge, skills and alignment to standards of best practice that 
teachers must demonstrate in order to be effective with these students (Murry, 
et al., 2015; Telez, 2010).

Therefore, my research agenda surrounds the improvement of teachers’ 
readiness for and classroom instruction with CLD learners. In particular, I explore 
evidence of standards-based instruction utilizing models and strategies that are 
effective in building students’ language skills and conceptual understanding. I 
use resulting insights to determine how best to prepare teachers to implement 
such models and strategies in various educational contexts. I also research 
how particular pedagogical and instructional actions support the progress and 
achievement of CLD students.

Over the past few years and through the support of Dean Mercer, several 
colleagues and I have collaborated with the Shawnee Mission School District 
and other Kansas school districts to conduct research in association with the 
professional development of K-12 teachers for diversity. Like other classrooms 
across the country, these classrooms tend to be highly diverse and complex for 
teachers and school leaders. The biography-driven instruction, or BDI, method 

Biographies: central to 
identity, teaching and research

by Socorro Herrera
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(Herrera, 2016) and its associated strategies are the 
focus of this professional development. Teachers build 
a holistic understanding of students’ assets, needs and 
funds of knowledge. With this information, they are 
able to support meaningful connections to the content 
and academic language of the lesson. Although 
the preliminary quantitative findings have been 
anecdotal, there is emergent and compelling evidence 
that teachers who maximize BDI strategies increase 
student engagement, motivation, comprehension and 
retention. This new research builds on documented 
patterns of BDI strategy effectiveness for increasing the 
capacities of both elementary and secondary teachers 
to demonstrate culturally responsive instruction 
(Herrera, Holmes & Kavimandan, 2012; MacDonald, 
Miller, Murry, Herrera & Spears, 2013; Perez, Holmes, 
Miller & Fanning, 2012).

Based on this research foundation, my colleagues and I 
in the Center for Multicultural Advocacy, or CIMA, have 
begun to develop new and multifaceted proposals 
for external funding to extend upon this line of BDI 
and research to inform teacher preparation for pre-
service and in-service teachers. This is important work 
because the field has, for years, emphasized the growing 
necessity of culturally responsive teaching for educators 
in diverse and complex schools. Yet, few well-elaborated 
methods and models for teaching practices, and even 

fewer instructional strategies, have been intricately and 
explicitly developed from this notion of appropriate 
praxis for today’s classrooms.

It is my hope that external funding for this work and this 
research will continue to emerge from the successes 
that we are witnessing with teachers and CLD students. 
Research holds the promise of informing: 1) better 
ways to prepare teachers for diversity and CRT; 2) 
targeted and purposive strategies that K-12 teachers 
can implement immediately to enhance the potency 
and reach of their teaching in diverse classrooms; and 3) 
robust ways to measure associations between teachers’ 

diversification of their practices and impacts on the achievement and other 
successes of CLD students.

My professional career has been devoted to advancing the personal, academic 
and professional success of CLD students, and I take great pride that our work in 
CIMA has touched students around the world. Our research has generated more 
than $46 million in grants for K-State’s College of Education. We have received 
24 awards directly from the U.S. Department of Education for $35.5 million, 
another $2.8 million has come from subcontracts with other institutions of higher 
education and school districts, and $9 million from international sources. Since our 
work at CIMA first began in 1999, these resources have supported our research 
and the professional development of teachers working with CLD students.

I am proud that the passion that drives me, and the entire CIMA staff, 
has expanded the knowledge base for educators everywhere. The CIMA 
research agenda has produced nine textbooks, 14 book chapters, 26 refereed 
publications, and nine non-refereed publications. In addition, we regularly 
present the outcomes of our work at local, regional, national and international 
conferences. Our influence, therefore, has been both in print and imprinted on 
the future through our service and volunteerism directly impacting educators, 
school leaders and students across the globe.

As a CLD student myself, I have no doubt that open-minded, seeing, proactive 
and caring teachers are the reason why I am in a position to conduct this 
research today. Because of these academic advocates, I can make a difference in 
the lives of others who will determine the nature of our tomorrows. I strive each 
day to pay that forward and to touch the school experiences of exponential 
numbers of CLD students who will also excel, precisely because of their teachers. 

Socorro Herrera and Shabina Kavimandan, CIMA project 
manager and instructor, plan professional development sessions.

Socorro Herrera works with students at Rose Hill 
Elementary School in the Shawnee Mission School District.
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I love math. As a classroom teacher, there was no feeling in the world 
like working with students when they experienced that “light bulb 
moment.” All students have the ability to learn math and experience 
success — that’s what has driven my research agenda since joining 
the faculty at K-State.

My research agenda is oriented around the interaction of teacher 
practices and student practices in math classrooms and their impact 
on student achievement and mathematical thinking. I spent 19 years 
in the classroom before coming to K-State. Leaving the classroom 
was a difficult decision because I felt like I was making an impact but 
the opportunity to have a larger impact working with in-service and 
pre-service teachers prompted me to make a change. My research 
agenda is defined by my classroom experience and my desire to 
connect research and practice.

My research agenda was launched into action with the funding of 
my first grant at K-State. The vision of Project Quest was to form 
a core group of teacher leaders and mentees and equip them 
with the knowledge and skills to be leaders in the improvement 
of mathematics teaching and learning. Project Quest formed a 
professional learning community consisting of project leadership 
and teacher participants who worked together to achieve four 
goals: 1) Increase teacher mathematical content knowledge; 2) 
Increase the conceptual depth of math learning in classrooms by 
focusing on the Standards for Mathematical Practice; 3) Improve 
the implementation of standards-based mathematics instruction 
and curriculum in K-8; and 4) Disseminate teacher-created lesson 
plans and formative assessment probes. I wanted to know in what 
ways we can support teachers in engaging in effective teaching 
practices and what impact this has on students’ engagement in 
math practices and on their achievement. This grant established 
solid partnerships with local school districts. The successes and 
challenges of this grant informed the work of current grant projects.

Continuing to study the interplay of teacher practices and student 
practices, the vision of Project Achieve is to create a leadership 
cadre of mathematics teachers at each participating school that 
can support the district as a whole as well as districts outside the 
partnership. Each teacher works directly with a building or district 
leader to guide the design and implementation of an action 
plan to carry the work of the grant into classrooms throughout 
the school year. The goals of Project Achieve are similar to 
Project Quest, but we recognized the need to focus on the 
teacher practice of building procedural fluency from conceptual 
understanding. This involves defining fluency in a broader way, 
understanding the conceptual foundation for a given procedure, 
engaging students in the building process and assessing fluency. 
We seek to answer the questions of how teachers effectively build 
procedural fluency from conceptual understanding and how we 
support teachers in this process.

After the first year implementing Project Achieve, we created a 
professional development session to be used statewide. This was 
essential because while knowing math is important, it is not enough. 
Teachers must also know how to engage students in the learning of 

Martinie formulates professional 
development for math educators

by Sherri Martinie

Sherri Martinie
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mathematics in a deep and meaningful way. Too often the teacher 
in the math classroom is the one doing math, solving problems 
and explaining it to others. Students need to be able to think 
mathematically, which requires learning math in a deeper way than 
what most math teachers experienced as a student. Math can no 
longer be viewed as a collection of facts and skills to be memorized; 
rather, it must be seen as a network of important, connected ideas. 
Teachers often teach the way they were taught, which served us 
well. But teaching and learning in the 21st century required us to 
challenge teachers to experience learning math in a new way.

As a supervisor of secondary math practicum students and student 
teachers, I partner with classroom teachers in the training of pre-
service teachers. My pre-service teachers learn a great deal from their 
mentor teachers, and an amazing benefit of our model is that mentor 
teachers learn from the student teachers as well! In the methods 
class, students engage in authentic problems and make connections 
among concepts. They also study the same teacher practices that 
we promote in our grant work. This allows everyone to use the same 
language and enhances the opportunity to learn from one another.

I have partnered with schools, educators and administrators 
through grant projects. Partner districts include Manhattan, Geary 
County, Morris County, Wamego, Clay Center, Rock Creek and 
Garden City. The work of this project has been shared with districts 
beyond the project partners as well. Our projects are designed to 
create a core group of teacher leaders. As a result, I am involved with 
the leadership teams for the partner school districts in the grant 
and I attend team meetings. I provide resources and help them 
design professional development. This enables me to gain a deeper 
understanding of the needs of the partner districts. Our current 
grant project, Project Achieve, draws on the relationships formed 
with administrators in a much more meaningful way. Goals for the 
project were written with input from partner districts. Teachers 
participating in the grant have support from building administrators 
as they apply for the grant at a special summer institute and 

throughout the school year as they implement practices they 
studied at the summer institute.

Our research project cycle begins each year with a two-week 
summer institute. We partner with mathematicians from K-State’s 
College of Arts and Sciences to plan and implement the summer 
institute. K-State mathematicians present math content in 
the mornings with math graduate students. A mathematician 
presents an interactive math content session for approximately 
one hour followed by two breakout sessions where teachers 
have a choice of one of two topics. Teachers participate in a 
book study in the morning during one of the other two breakout 
sessions. The breakouts are activity-based, enabling participants 
to engage in solving problems. Book studies are facilitated by 
College of Education faculty and a graduate student along with 
the project math coach. Afternoon activities are reserved for a 
pedagogical focus. The presentations focus on eight research-
based, high-leverage teaching practices, with special emphasis 
on building procedural fluency from conceptual understanding. 
Teachers read case studies, watch videos of classroom vignettes 
and engage in classroom tasks. They reflect on these activities 
and evaluate the ways in which they are already engaged in these 
practices and what they can do to improve these practices in their 
classrooms and schools. These activities were chosen because 
they align to the goals of the project and they enable teachers 
to actively engage in professional development and connect it 
to their classroom experience. Teachers then create an action 
plan to focus on implementing practices more effectively in their 
classrooms. We provide follow-up professional development and 
observations in classrooms.

Through my research, I hope to improve the teaching and 
learning of mathematics, which will significantly improve student 
achievement. Ultimately, I hope to improve the way people think 
and feel about mathematics so it can be a solid foundation and help 
them achieve their dreams.

Sherri Martinie led a two-week professional development session this summer for 
math teachers as part of a Math Science Partnership grant titled Project Achieve. 
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After receiving a promotion to associate professor in the College of 
Education, I was at a crossroads. I’d covered a lot of ground studying 
how to teach social studies and sharing that with our future teachers 
while gaining a reputation amongst my peers across the country as 
a pragmatic researcher of history education in particular. However, 
at this time, I confess to having doubts about the direction of my 
teaching. Was what I was teaching my students meaningful and 
appropriate? Was I staying on the cutting edge of social studies 
education, especially with the rise of technology and one-to-one 
initiatives in local schools?

With that in mind, I began the process of reviewing my goals 
and research agenda and pulled out a file that dated back to the 
beginning of my career as an academic. One of my visual organizers 
detailed a part of my agenda that I’d overlooked. I had said at the 
beginning of my career in higher education that I wanted to make 
sure that I stayed connected with the schools. I had always seen 
myself as a teacher. To do that well, I wanted to make sure that I 
was still connected as a teacher. Over the next few years, this desire 
stayed at the forefront of my mind. During a student teacher post-
observation conference with a cooperating teacher at Rock Creek 
High School, the teacher lamented the fact that the school did not 
offer any electives in social studies. This sparked the germ of an idea 
that led to this project.

I ran the idea by Mr. Schmitz at Rock Creek and he immediately 
encouraged me to run with it. I had kept my teaching certificate 
current, so I simply went in and asked the principal if he was 

by Brad Burenheide

Burenheide returns to 
classroom to advance 
research agenda
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amenable to the idea. That idea was having me teach a class at 
Rock Creek and research if my personal and practical theories 
of education were still effective, even after nine years removed 
from having a secondary classroom. I 
was elated that Rock Creek Principal Eric 
Koppes needed only about five seconds to 
consider it. It was a very gratifying moment 
to be trusted with the kids and to have the 
opportunity to refine my craft in an actual 
secondary classroom.

I was assigned a current issues elective and 
taught a 90-minute class every other day on 
the Rock Creek block schedule. This allowed 
me to cover a breadth of material at a great 
school. Rock Creek is where my kids go to 
school. It has fabulous teachers who do 
some amazing things with some wonderful 
kids. Koppes allowed me the freedom to 
explore various aspects of social studies and 
took it a step further with a new theory he 
was exposed to in letting the kids set the 
curriculum.

On the first day of class, the kids’ jaws 
dropped when I asked them what they 
wanted to learn and explore over the course of the semester. This 
is something I explored going to a technology and pedagogy 
conference. By having kids explore topics they chose in an academic 
manner, we were able to get in-depth and have them motivated 
and engaged about subjects such as the 2016 presidential election, 
economics and constitutional rights.

This idea of having students drive the curriculum was just one of the 
components of my project. I was able to explore my personal and 
practical theories of education in a classroom setting and make sure 

that the strategies and pedagogy I teach my methods students are 
effective. This also gave me a multitude of stories to share with my 
K-State students. I could talk about actual behavior, management or 

pedagogy issues with a current 
episode from my teaching.

Additionally, I pulled college 
students into the classroom. 
When my students complete 
a practicum in secondary 
classrooms, I often invite them 
to participate in teaching in 
my class. If I had students who 
needed additional work or 
wanted practice on an aspect 
of teaching, I had a ready venue 
where I could get these students 
access to more experience. Or 
if a student came to me with 
a problem, I was able to put 
that situation in my class and 
see how I would handle it in a 
pragmatic manner.

My relationship with Rock 
Creek has led to some other 

partnership activities as well. The family and consumer science 
teacher across the hall was teaching a unit on interviewing for jobs 
and was lamenting that she was having difficulty putting mock 
interviews into a realistic setting. So, I brought my entire class to the 
school to serve as interviewers for the high school students. This 
arrangement worked so well that the two teachers are planning to 
make it a regular part of the curriculum of their programs.

After two years of working at Rock Creek, I will step away from 
teaching the class for the next year so that I can concentrate on 

writing, specifically about my experiences 
teaching the Current Issues course. But I am 
planning on returning for another two-year 
cycle after this one-year hiatus. However, 
I will not be a stranger at “The Rock.” Until 
then, my talents will be utilized by the 
school in several other capacities as a public 
address announcer for Rock Creek varsity 
football, basketball and wrestling events and 
as a scholar’s bowl moderator for the home 
tournament.

It has been a great experience teaching 
at Rock Creek. The school has a talented 
faculty and outstanding kids who perform 
at exceptional levels in all that they do. 
Being in that environment has been a great 
motivator and catalyst for me to refocus 
on what I need to do in the future and 
steer my research in a meaningful manner. 
Additionally, it has just been pure fun. 
Because teaching is my vocation, I genuinely 
looked forward to driving out to the school 
to teach, and the benefits I gleaned as an 
academic have been invaluable both to 
myself and to my college students.

Burenheide, left, with the Johnson County First 
Amendment Foundation’s Sara Christensen and 
College of Education professor Tom Vontz present 
a check to the winners of the 2017 “We the 
People” competition for high school students.

Burenheide leads a class discussion at Rock Creek High School.
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Research is important to me because I believe all students are 
unique and need their scientific ideas revealed by teachers who 
purposely collect and analyze cognitive pathways to inform 
instructional design, engage learners and implement effective 
instruction. As a former high school biology teacher, NASA/NOVA 
fellow and elementary science methods instructor, I’ve learned 
effective science instruction is rooted in determining the reasoning 
behind a chosen cognitive pathway for making meaning of science 
phenomena. It’s both fascinating and illuminating when I analyze 
diagrams to determine if reasoning pathways present naïve 
ideas, alternative conceptions or accurate explanations of science 
phenomena. Being able to explain to the student how his or her 
ideas have evolved to a current model supports the trajectory of a 
learning progression of accurate scientific explanations. Because of 
this, my research is integrated into the science methods course to 
model effective formative and summative methods of assessment.

As I mentor undergraduate research assistants, they experience 
strategies I designed to analyze diagrams. This provides an 
opportunity for them to participate in research and assess their mental 
framework(s) for understanding science phenomena. I want future 
science teachers to internalize the relationship between teaching 
and research as analogous to obligate mutualism — an essential 
interdependent mechanism for science teaching and learning.

I have partnered with schools and educators through funded 
projects such as Project Connect, and Project SHIFTS: Advancing 
6-12 Science Achievement: SHIFTS in Next Generation Science 
Teacher Professional Development.” Both grants were designed 
to emphasize methods of eliciting students’ mental models of 
science phenomena while enhancing teachers’ science conceptual 
understanding. Secondary and middle-level science teachers, 
principals and paraeducators from USD 475 Geary County Schools 
and USD 500 Kansas City, Kansas Public Schools, and secondary 
science pre-service teachers engaged in professional development. 
This initiative involved using iPad technology and biotechnology to 
implement varied forms of diagrammatic representations to engage 
learners in their science understanding. Through Project SHIFTS, 
each district received a complete classroom set of polymerase chain 
reaction biotechnology equipment to promote student research.

During the academic year, I conduct a field trip with secondary 
science future teachers to a middle school to teach a lesson 
emphasizing a science concept or science and engineering 
practice based on the requests of the classroom teacher. The 
research into students’ cognitive pathways for reasoning led 
to the collaboration with USD 475 and USD 500, including the 
development of a biotechnology club at KCK’s Northwest Middle 

Staples SHIFTS to next generation 
science standards

by Kimberly Staples
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School and supporting the biotechnology club at Junction City 
Middle School. The goal is to deepen students’ understanding 
of membranes, the cell and DNA through experimentation 
utilizing biotechnology in the same manner as a research 
laboratory. Preparation for the lesson involves sessions with 
pre-service teachers to discuss their mental frameworks of 
the role of DNA in regulating cellular function and their ideas 
of students’ reasoning patterns. The research component 
involves eliciting sixth-graders’ views of DNA and the extraction 
process through diagrammatic representation and questioning 
probing techniques. In this era of the Next Generation Science 
Standards, it is important to use current technologies to 
strengthen students’ conceptual understanding of biological 
concepts, especially prior to secondary school — and this is 
accomplished through biotechnology. The framework of the 
research is applicable across content areas and serves as a 
model for future and current science teachers to inspire the 
next generation of scientists, demonstrating ideas matter and 
all students should experience science as a human endeavor.

K-State’s future science teachers acknowledge the responsibility 
to share with our stakeholders in preparing students for 
college and career readiness in the present for the future. My 
students enthusiastically accept the opportunity to serve the 
community in this capacity. Each semester I am pleased to 
have outstanding, service-oriented students who are eager 
to support our science teachers and students. We embrace 
the university’s Principles of Community in understanding we 
are part of many communities and have an obligation to be 
engaged in a positive manner. These field experiences provide 
professional development for science teachers across Kansas 
as well as mentoring opportunities for new teachers. My 
research has led to the development of mentoring projects in 
the classroom and the field for undergraduate and graduate 
students, and new science teachers.

During the semester, future teachers conduct site visits to 
schools with K-State alumni. One of the visits included USD 
456’s Marais des Cygnes Valley High School. Brock Baxter, a 
civil engineer who holds a master’s degree in curriculum and 
instruction and teaches physics, chemistry and math, invited 
the pre-service teachers to observe and discuss his unique 
journey into education and the science classroom environment. 
Michelle Schulze, principal, and Baxter shared the structure of 
STEM experiences in their school. Pre-service teachers were able 
to interact with students and tour the school and community. 
We engaged in a critical discussion of the wonderful science 
teaching opportunities in rural districts.

During the science practicum, pre-service 
teachers experience another area of my 
research designed to examine students’ 
framework for understanding science 
phenomena through a K-12 science learning 
progression model. The candidates begin 
their experience by teaching engineering 
design — emphasizing a disciplinary core 
idea — in elementary school, followed by a 
practicum experience in the middle or high 
school, and they finally transition to student 
teaching. During each core experience, the 
candidates examine the progression and 
level of sophistication in understanding a 
specific disciplinary core idea and a specific 
science and engineering practice in their 
major content field. This longitudinal study 
continued during their first year as teachers, 
creating a system of continued mentoring.

At this point, my research grants have 
totaled more than $750,000 in support 
of science professional development for 
undergraduates, alumni, science teachers 
and school personnel. This research has 
impacted science teaching and learning 
across the state of Kansas and beyond. 
The secondary science education program 
provides a research-driven journey to 
prepare science teachers as leaders. This 
is so important to me personally and 
professionally that I have established a 
scholarship fund — the Kimberly A. Staples, 
Ph.D. Secondary Biology Teaching Award 
— for future biology teachers during their 
student teaching semester.

The College of Education is a partner in 
100Kin10 and has committed to increasing 
the number of highly qualified STEM 
teachers in the U.S. In the future, I plan to 
expand biotechnology integration into 
middle school programs across rural and 
urban districts to strengthen student STEM 
achievement and readiness for college and 
science-related fields.

Kimberly Staples, right, visits with Ryan 
Swift, secondary physics education major, 
at the Undergraduate Research Fair.
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Martinez
about technology, focus training

s

by Tonnie Martinez
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My research agenda focuses on impacting 
student learning through innovation and 
collaboration, as well as a current study 
stemming from the growing body of 
research on concentrative mindfulness 
training. These techniques are being used in 
a number of fields, including the military, to 
increase focus and resiliency while reducing 
stress. The experience of this pilot project 
ultimately resulted in a grant application 
for a full-scale research study involving 900 
middle school participants.

Students today have exceptionally stressful 
lives, which caused me to wonder if 
mindfulness could impact student success. 
Schools are a reflection of society and 
what happens in society that isn’t resolved 
outside of the school day is brought into 
classrooms every day. News stories along 
with conversations with frustrated teachers 
and school administrators reinforced 
the need for a solution. Was there a non-
medical, noninvasive way to reduce student 
stress? Could a research project quantify 
those results in a statistically significant way?

For the pilot project, I used the MUSE, a 
wearable device in the form of a headband 
that senses the electrical rhythms of the 
brain, or EEG. The headband is coupled 
with an app that monitors the user’s brain 
electrical activity and gives immediate 
feedback in the form of nature sounds so 
that a calm or meditative pattern can be 
achieved. Data is revealed at the end of 
the session. Use of the MUSE over time 
is thought to help reduce distractibility, 
improve stress control and improve mood.

After determining the MUSE’s applicability 
for students in middle school, I contacted 
a partnership middle school with about 
500 students and explained the idea for a 
research pilot. After gaining buy-in from 
administrators and counselors, purchasing 
a few of the MUSE headbands, and securing 
parental and student approval, 20 students 
who were frequently sent to the office for 
behavioral redirection were officially enrolled 
in the focus-training study. Half the control 
group continued with the school’s approved 
protocol for behavioral redirection; the other 
half — the treatment group — was given 
three minutes of focus training twice a week 
for 20 weeks with the MUSE.

During their homeroom period, students in 
the treatment group left their classrooms, 
picked up a MUSE and iPAD and started the 
three-minute session. A gentle voice offered 
instruction as to how to breathe and what 
the different sounds meant. For example, if 
the student chose the beach, winds howled 
dramatically to indicate the need to focus 

on breathing. No 
wind equaled a calm 
mind. A chirping 
bird indicated an 
exceptionally calm 
and focused mind. 
Nature sounds 
guided the students.

The initial data 
revealed only one 
student in the 
treatment group had 
the same number 
of referrals; all of the 
others decreased, 
with one student’s 
referrals plummeting 
from 19 in the 
previous semester 
to zero during the 
treatment period. Incidents for behavioral 
redirection for the 10 students in the control 
group remained at the same rate or increased 
during the research period. Every student in 
the treatment group increased the ability to 
focus according to brainwave measurements 
taken during the sessions.

In exit interviews, students in the treatment 
group used words like “soothing,” “calming” 
and “relaxing,” and even reported they could 
hear the sounds of the MUSE as they used 
the breathing techniques at home when 
they felt their stress levels rising. Because 
the students seem to appreciate the MUSE 
so much, I opted to leave them at the school 
in the counselor’s office for the duration of 
the semester so students and faculty alike 
had access to the device.

This pilot project was a team effort in 
the truest sense. I am deeply indebted 
to the teachers, school counselors, social 
workers, staff and administrators who 
provided everything from support to 
great suggestions for this project. The 
school counselor and social workers were 
particularly helpful in providing suggestions 
for a scaled-up version of the study.

Our preliminary results are very exciting, but 
they are simply that — preliminary. We held 
to rigorous research standards and if the 
grant proposal we just submitted is funded, 
we plan to roll out a full-scale research 
project with 900 students at another middle 
school in the Midwest to determine if we can 
replicate the results. We expect notification 
in November or December. Once again, we 
will buy all of the MUSE headbands and are 
hoping to use students’ smartphones to 
capture the data from their sessions.

I believe this research project may have 
profound effects as stress and anxiety are 

as much a part of students’ lives today as 
backpacks are. As society has changed, so 
have the social-emotional needs of students 
who are dealing with issues 24 hours a day 
because of the nature of social media. While 
schools are not mental health clinics, much 
of the responsibility for mental health issues 
has been laid at their doorsteps. Who knows 
how this research could positively impact 
teen suicide, depression, anxiety, ADHD and 
a host of other mental health and behavioral 
issues. I’d like to think recognizing the role 
of stress and teaching students coping 
strategies is a step in the right direction.

While awaiting news on scaling up this 
project, the Office of Innovation and 
Collaboration will be evaluating virtual 
reality. In partnership with Stanford’s Virtual 
Human Interaction Lab, we’ll be taking an 
in-depth look at a virtual reality scenario on 
homelessness and how using it with our pre-
service teachers might increase their levels 
of empathy toward homeless students and 
families. Virtual reality has many applications. 
Can you imagine how valuable it could be for 
teachers to experience an unusually tense 
classroom management scenario before 
having their own classroom? That adds an 
incredible layer to teacher preparation.

Innovations in education are constant and 
part of my job is to test their efficacy and 
applicability for improving teaching and 
learning. We rely heavily on our Professional 
Development School partners’ willingness 
to collaborate on research-based and 
mutually beneficial projects. Cutting-edge 
technology is a hallmark of our college, and 
it’s great to be part of this team.

For more information, please visit 
choosemuse.com or type in MUSE 
headband in YouTube for demonstrations.

iPads and MUSE headphones were waiting in 
a classroom for the students in the pilot study.
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‘One of the best hires in K-State history’
Warren J. White

A colleague, Dr. Norma Dyck, and I wrote a 
successful federal proposal in the mid-
80s to develop a series of three classes 
on transition skills and pay the students’ 
tuition. We had money in the grant to hire 
a coordinator, so we advertised in area 
newspapers, which was how it was done 
before the internet. Linda Thurston applied 
— she was managing the Emma Chase café 
in Cottonwood Falls — and we hired her 
immediately. Never in our wildest dreams 
did Norma and I think someone with her 
background and skills would apply for a 
part-time grant coordinator position in 
Manhattan, Kansas. Her proposal writing 
skills became evident quickly and her 
many talents have led her to the White 
House, the National Science Foundation 
and ultimately to the position as a highly 
respected associate dean. She has to be 
one the best hires in K-State history! I am 
proud to be her colleague.

‘Impact is without equal’
James Teagarden

Linda Thurston’s impact on my personal 
and professional journey is without equal. 
As a novice teacher in the early 1980s, 
I was a participant in the consulting 
grant she secured for special education 
teachers. This professional development 
experience literally changed my life. 
Other projects included an equity grant 
for girls in the then-emerging world of 
computers, where Linda filmed special 
education procedures and techniques in 
my classroom and shared them with other 
special educators. Over the years our roles 
have changed but I’ve always seen Linda 
as truly a point of inspiration. Linda was 
my major advisor during the work on 
my doctorate, and without her guidance 
and perseverance, I would have never 
completed that journey. Linda’s focus has 
always been to provide opportunity for 
others to grow, and I am eternally grateful 
that I have had the pleasure to benefit 
from her leadership.

‘Innovative sprit and exhaustive drive’
Jan Middendorf and Cindy Schuman

Linda Thurston has been a mentor, friend, 
colleague and inspiration to us throughout 
our time working, writing and creating 
together. Linda has an innovative spirit 
and exhaustive drive that makes things 
happen. She has an uncanny ability to 
invent creative ideas and then put the right 
people together for the right reasons to 
operationalize those ideas. This is evidenced 
through the success of her many endeavors, 
but most notably in our work together with 
the Office of Educational Innovation and 
Evaluation, or OEIE, and with the National 
Science Foundation. Linda does not see 
obstacles, she only sees opportunities 
and approaches her work with the same 
philosophy. Her legacy of having an 
immeasurable drive serves as an excellent 
model for others to follow. Her influence will 
be truly missed, but her legacy will live on in 
others who have been so fortunate to know 
and work with her.

Thurston’s legacy is a gift to all
As Dean Debbie Mercer noted in her message, Linda P. Thurston’s contributions to education 
will echo throughout Bluemont Hall and the profession well into the future. Learn how she 
impacted those closest to her over her storied career.
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‘Champion for social justice education’
Susan Yelich Biniecki

Linda Thurston has been a champion for 
social justice education throughout her career 
in all facets of research, service and teaching. 
She has impacted our understanding and 
practice within the realms of gender equity, 
advocacy for children with disabilities, 
faculty mentoring and many other areas. She 
leaves a rich legacy of engagement with the 
faculty and students she has touched. I was 
fortunate to work on one specific project that 
demonstrates her vision and commitment: 
the interdisciplinary social justice education 
graduate certificate program for which she 
led development efforts. Students have the 
opportunity to gain a deeper understanding 
of the foundations of social justice education 
and apply this knowledge in real-world 
theory to practice projects to make a 
difference in their communities. The program 
has the hallmarks of Dr. Thurston’s passion for 
social justice education and her collaborative 
approach to project development.

‘Like the sail of a boat’
Peggy Detmer and Ann Knackendoffel

Linda Thurston came to K-State in the 1980s 
to assist with a three-year federal grant 
project in special education. Her tenure 
turned into decades of commitment to 
social justice that touched countless people, 
especially those on the fringes of society 
and schools. She championed causes but 
really, she championed people. Linda was 
a catalyst for seeking out and bringing 
together some of the most diverse groups 
and individuals ever assembled with the 
goal of making things better. She was like 
the sail of a boat that helped steer us in the 
direction of the goal. We had the privilege 
of co-authoring “Consultation, Collaboration 
and Teamwork” and proudly report that this 
relevant text is now in its eighth edition. 
(The first edition included Norma Dyck.) 
Linda’s positivity, mentorship, leadership 
and innovation have left their mark on her 
students and colleagues, as well as the state 
and nation. 

‘Building teams and community’
Jeff Zacharakis

Linda Thurston’s contribution to the college 
for many of us is as a colleague, mentor 
and friend. Her contributions included 
guiding us through many grant proposals, 
mentoring new faculty to ensure their 
success, and being an honest sounding 
board for research ideas and personal 
challenges. Her greatest contribution to the 
college, though, was that of a community 
builder. I recall many parties at her house 
where she invited all types of people, and 
everyone left knowing someone new and 
interesting. I also recall many after-work 

cocktail hours where just a few would 
gather, mixing established and new faculty, 
not talking too much about work but about 
families and hobbies. The lasting lesson I 
learned from Linda is that the strongest 
scholars are those who reach out to others, 
continually build new networks, and always 
have time to assist others. Linda’s example 
of building teams and community is her 
legacy to the college.

‘Mentored students as developing 
researchers and academics’
Paul Maxfield

I was immediately interested in getting 
involved when I heard Linda Thurston’s 
vision for a journal showcasing student 
research in the College of Education 
at Kansas State University. I joined Dr. 
Thurston’s team as a managing editor for 
The Prairie Journal of Educational Research, 
or PJER, in 2014. I’ve been grateful for the 
experience and guidance that she has 
provided me over the last few years. I 
was impressed by the way she mentored 
students as developing researchers and 
academics. She made sure that students 
were involved in PJER at all levels: as authors, 
as reviewers and as advisors on our editorial 
board. Ultimately, Dr. Thurston’s intention 
was to establish a culture of research 
amongst the students of the College of 
Education. This work culminated in the 
publication of the first issue of PJER in spring 
2016. The success of the journal could not 
have happened without her.
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2017 marks the fifth anniversary of the 
College of Education’s technology initiative. 
It was a comprehensive, collegewide 
approach that included faculty, students 
and instructional staff and was designed 
to positively impact teaching and learning 
not only in the college but in the K-12 
classrooms of our future teachers as well. 
Research data reveals more confident 
faculty and future teachers who are inspired 
to use technology in their classrooms. The 
initiative also amounted to $600,000 in 
savings for students.

Linda Thurston, Ann Knackendoffel and 
Deepak Subramony explain their research 
and findings related to the initiative.

Faculty data
by Linda P. Thurston, 

former associate dean for research and Lydia E. Skeen 
professor emeritus 

Teacher educators recognize the need for 
preparing future K-12 educators to integrate 
technology into their teaching, and colleges 
of education have an increasingly important 
responsibility to prepare them. In spring 
2012, the College of Education instituted an 
iPad initiative that included providing iPads 
and a series of professional development 
sessions to all faculty and instructional 
staff. In developing the initiative, college 
administrators considered technical 
feasibility, financial feasibility, educational 
requirements and implementation of 

educational practice. Noting research on 
adoption of new technology in higher 
education, the initiative included several 
important considerations: the financial 
feasibility of the initiative for the college; the 
technical feasibility of offering professional 
development and ongoing technical 
support; the educational requirements 
for new teachers; and the pedagogical 
needs of schools served by the teachers 
the college produced. The initiative 
included these elements: provision of 
iPads for all instructional faculty and staff; 
mandatory professional development 
of iPad technology done in carefully 
planned stages; and ongoing technical 
and administrative support. A study was 
conducted to learn the impact of the iPad 
initiative on faculty attitude, behaviors and 
competencies and the use of the mobile 
technology.

The 69 faculty and instructors who 
participated in the iPad initiative — all 
of whom received an iPad — were 
required to attend three iPad professional 
development sessions offered by the 
College of Education’s Catalyst Technology 
and Media Services during the first three 
months of the 2012 fiscal year. Training 
sessions, each lasting 90 minutes, were 
interactive and were conducted in groups 
of up to four faculty.

The iPad initiative gave faculty not only 
access to iPad technology, but also the 

Faculty evaluate college’s 
technology initiatives

necessary incentive and guidance through 
professional development. As a result, 
data shows since its implementation the 
initiative increased the faculty’s ability 
and confidence in using the iPad, as well 
as the adoption of the technology for 
instructional purposes. In addition, faculty 
were motivated to try new iPad approaches 
in the future.

According to interviews, professional 
development sessions not only decreased 
technology anxiety among faculty, but 
also improved communication and 
social interaction that created a sense of 
community in the college.

Student surveys
by Ann Knackendoffel, 

assistant professor and chair of the technology 
committee

Before the iPad initiative, faculty who 
wanted to use hands-on technology in their 
classes had to wheel iPad or laptop carts 
into their classrooms. Faculty soon learned 
that the cart solution was problematic, and 
the only way to truly integrate technology 
into courses was for students to use the 
iPad for everything they do. Dean Mercer, 
with the help of a private donor, purchased 
iPads to loan to elementary- and secondary-
level pre-service teachers when they were 
accepted into their professional sequence of 
coursework. This was an essential step in the 
college’s one-to-one iPad initiative.
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Students were surveyed at the end of 
each semester and reported that the 
iPad technology increased the ease 
of collaboration in classes as well as 
engagement with course materials. It also 
helped them learn how to implement 
technology in their classrooms. The surveys 
strove to elucidate how the iPad initiative 
helped students meet the college’s 
technology proficiencies. Pre-service 
teachers reported that they were likely to 
utilize technology to:

• Promote student reflection using 
collaborative tools.

• Design, customize and adapt learning 
activities to address diverse learning.

• Communicate relevant information 
and ideas effectively.

• Use current and emerging digital tools 
to support research and learning.

• Apply ethical use of digital information 
and technology.

• Explore cultural understandings and 
global awareness.

• Utilize resources to support 
professional growth.

Finally, one student summed it up this way 
on a survey: “Not only did I enjoy having 
the iPad to use in my block classes, but I 
also learned so much about how to utilize 
technology in the classroom, seeing it both 
from a student’s perspective and from a 
teacher’s perspective. I didn’t realize its 
potential until after I saw how it was used in 
my education classes.”

• Found the process of creating and 
implementing an e-text tremendously 
gratifying on multiple levels. In 
particular, they:

– Noticed it allowed them to gain 
unprecedented control and mastery 
over the content covered in their 
respective courses.

– Gained tremendous professional 
and personal satisfaction from the 
endeavor.

– Were grateful for and appreciative 
of the financial benefits provided by 
the initiative.

– Perceived the process of creating 
and implementing an e-text to be 
immensely valuable in terms of the 
myriad learning opportunities it 
provided.

In conclusion, students interviewed as part 
of this study were unanimous in expressing 
appreciation that instructor-created e-texts 
saved them from the often-considerable 
expense of purchasing commercial 
textbooks. They valued the ease and 
flexibility of access provided by the e-text 
media format and appreciated not having to 
carry around a print textbook, being able to 
access the e-text across multiple locations, 
and enjoying continued access to it after 
the end of semester. Most importantly, they 
recognized and welcomed those e-texts that 
were effectively designed and developed. 
They could discern and acknowledge when 
an e-text was successfully focused on and 
customized to their specific learning needs, 
and when it presented well-designed 
hypermedia content and navigation that 
featured superior affordances as compared 
to traditional static and linear print textbooks.

Digital resources
by Deepak Subramony, associate professor

Another major component of the college’s 
technology initiative was aimed at 
supporting college faculty in developing 
and implementing open alternative 
electronic textbooks within their respective 
courses. Since then, the college has invested 
roughly $77,000 as part of this initiative 
and it has saved students approximately 
$600,000. Dean Debbie Mercer 
commissioned an evaluative case study 
during the 2016-17 academic year with the 
aim of enabling a holistic understanding of 
its outcome.

Instructors interviewed as part of this 
study were grateful for and appreciative 
of the college’s e-text initiative. They were 
unanimous in their belief that the initiative 
was important and was worth supporting. 
Specifically, they:

• Recognized and appreciated the 
enhanced affordances of the e-text 
medium — as compared to print 
textbooks — in terms of enabling 
easy and equitable access to course 
materials for students.

• Believed that the process of creating 
and implementing an e-text had an 
extremely positive influence on the 
nature and quality of the information 
and content they were providing their 
students in their respective courses.

• Reported that the e-text helped 
them organize course content more 
effectively, custom tailor it and ensure 
that the information presented to 
students was current.

Linda P. Thurston Deepak SubramonyAnn Knackendoffel
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Hello,

Let me begin by expressing my gratitude 
to serve as the development director for 
the College of Education at Kansas State 
University. As I went through the selection 
process for this position, it became very clear 
to me how privileged I would be to work 
alongside each of you to help advance your 
alma mater. Your love for K-State, its students 
and its mission are infectious. During my first 
meeting with Dean Mercer, she expressed to 
me that “family” isn’t just something we say; 
it’s real, and our faculty, alumni and students 
live it. Thank you for welcoming me with 
open arms into the Wildcat family.

I’d like to take the opportunity to tell you a 
little bit about myself. I am a native of Fort 
Lauderdale, Florida, and came to Kansas 
in 2002 to accept an athletic scholarship 
to Bethany College in Lindsborg. I later 
graduated from Ottawa University with 
a bachelor’s degree in political science 
and graduated in 2012 from the Charlotte 
School of Law in Charlotte, North Carolina.

Although I am not a native Kansan, my 
professional career has been devoted to the 
betterment of this state. Whether working 
toward educational initiatives, securing 
funding for a regional hospital or helping 
alumni invest in our students, I have a passion 

the development director
Greetings from

for this state and plan to live here for many 
years to come. Kansas is home and to repeat 
a phrase I have picked up since becoming a 
Wildcat, it’s “a place that I love full well.”

Many of you are aware of the university’s 
successful Innovation & Inspiration 
fundraising campaign, which is cementing 
K-State’s ability to fulfill its mission of teaching, 
research and service for the foreseeable 
future. The leadership’s decision to extend the 
campaign to achieve a new $1.4 billion goal 
by 2020 is designed to meet the needs of our 
university as well as provide an affordable 
education for students. The college’s success is 
cause for celebration. To date, faithful alumni 
and friends have generated $13 million in 
gifts toward our goal.

Philanthropists like you have ensured Dean 
Mercer’s priorities pertaining to student 
success, retaining and attracting quality 
faculty, diversity of faculty and students, and 
innovation through technology will keep 
K-State’s College of Education as the clear 
choice for future and current educators. Our 
students who enter their student teaching 
semester have access to scholarship funds 
that will help ease the financial burden of 
the clinical semester. We are addressing the 
changing demographics in the classroom 

Doris Wright Carroll, right, is pictured with Mahkala Lackey, the 2017 recipient of the Doris 
Wright Carroll Multicultural Technology Award and the Lawrence G. Wright Scholarship. 
Abel Frederic said Carroll, a generous benefactor to the college, has advanced the college’s 
mission by creating scholarships that support her commitment to education.

and meeting needs through various 
programs such as Call me MISTER, English 
to Speakers of Other Languages and social 
justice education.

Thank you so much to all of you who 
have chosen to take up the very special 
vocation of being an educator. During 
my first few months with the college, a 
donor relayed to me how important this 
profession is because outside of a student’s 
immediate family, teachers maintain the 
most contact with students. Educators 
have incredible influence on the students 
in their classrooms. Teachers touch more 
lives during their careers than most of us 
can dream of, and although you may not 
remember each name or face, they will 
always remember you. I look forward to 
advancing K-State alongside each of you.

Abel Frederic Jr.

Senior director of development 
Office: 785-532-7586 
Cell: 785-418-0420 
abelf@found.ksu.edu
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Lifetime Honor Roll Gifts
Bluemont Visionaries
$100,000 and above
Judith Cain*
Gib and Brenda Compton
Gordon and Pat Crosby
Lee and Barb Harris
Charles and Sandra Rankin
Sue and Timothy Regan
Cibyl and Jim Ronen
Jim Schroeder
Elvon* and Lydia* Skeen
Mary Lynn and Warren Staley
Marilyn and Bill Taylor
Phyllis Wilbur
Dorothy and Bob Willcoxon

Bluemont Leaders
$50,000-$99,999
Paul Blackwood*
Ernest BrAun*
Lewis BrAun*
Nancy and Charley Cole
Bob and Tracey DeBruyn
Marilee and Rich Donaldson
Mike and Kathy Holen
Gary and Carol Lazarus
John and Charlotte Morrow
Steven Palmer
Sylvia and Roy Robinson
Bob Thompson and 
     Jeanne Curtis-Thompson
Connie and Donald Wertz
Nancy and Tex Winter
Dan and Cheryl Yunk

Bluemont Patrons
$10,000 - $49,999
Mike and Dixie Aarstad
Russ and Cari Alford
Bill and Deb Anderson
Kathy Borck
Donna and Bill* Bright 
Dwayne Broddle
Kenneth and Maxine Burkhard
Doris and Greg Carroll
Randy and Rachel Collett
Nancy and Roger Coulter
Nancy and Charlie Craig
Debbie and Mike Dawes
Karen and Jim Day
Terry and Ann Ecklund
Chuck and Sue Engel
Yelton Faulkner*
Karol and Ben Finch
Freeman French*
Katherine Geyer*
James and Rebecca Graham
Karen and Jim Graves
Bev and Morris Greenwood
Garth and Linday Greimann
Cynthia and Ken Habiger
Richard Hampe
Patricia and Steve Hanson
Allan and Carolyn Harms
Nancy Hause
Michael and Marlys Haverty
Colene Henson Butler and Charles Butler
Betty and Lee Higbie
Joleen Hill

Ken and Judy Hughey
Jan and Jon Isch
Ronald Jones
Mike and Gloria Konold
Cheryl and Richard Lewis
Tim and Julie Lim
David and Ruth Martin
Mel and Don Matuszak
Janice McIntosh
Jo* and Jim McKinnis
Karen and Jim* McMillen
Doris Miller
Eveanna Mosier
Ed and Jeanne Mulcahy
Rod and Beverly Nash
Joyce and Ken Nesmith
Jean Oberhelman
Jeanette and Dan Pearson
Joe and Paula Rei
Joy and John Richards
Michael Romaniszyn and Be Stoney
Margaret Ruccolo
Nancy Ryan
Francis and Phyllis Sanders
Mary Schindler*
Bruce and Peggy Schrott
Phyllis and Donald Schultz
Michael and Susan Scully
Barry Segal
Charles* and Doris* Setterquist
Alice Show*
Bob and Marilyn Sjogren
John and Renda Snyder
Veryle* and Rosemary* Snyder
Brad Stauffer and Judy Molde-Stauffer
Pat Sweeney
Sharon and Alan Sylvester
David and Diane Thompson
Linda Thurston
Douglas and Pat Tippin
Keith and Diane Turner
Marty Vanier and Bob Krause*
Janet and Dave Wavering
Richard and Martha Wenger
Mary Sue and Herb Whitney
Ann Zimmerman and Dexter Eggers

Trusts/Foundations/
Corporations
$10,000 and above
Airgas Central Accounting Group
Alice E. Cain Trust
AT&T Foundation
Atwood & Palmer Inc.
Bartlett and Company
Blueville Nursery Inc.
BNSF
Citgo Petroleum Corporation
Compton Construction Services
Cynthia Johnson Trust
Doris Dewey Smith Trust
Doris M. Setterquist Trust
Enid and Crosby Kemper Foundation
Ernst & Young
Focus Autism Inc.
Focus for Health Foundation Inc.
Grambling State University
IBM International Foundation
Ideal Learning Inc.
Jane E. Compton Estate
Kansas Bankers Association

Kansas City Southern Industries Inc.
Kansas Council on Economic Education
Kansas Farm Bureau Mutual 
     Insurance Co. Inc.
Kenneth L. Martin Trust
MacSource
Margaret I. Morris Trust
NACADA: The Global Community for 
     Academic Advising
Phyllis Mayott Moore Estate
PNC Bank Foundation
R. D. & Joan Dale Hubbard Foundation
Securities Industry Foundation for 
     Economic Education
Sprint Foundation
Texas Instruments Foundation
The Boeing Company
The Dow Chemical Company
The Dow Chemical Foundation
The Greater Kansas City 
     Community Foundation
The Master Teacher
Zimmerman Family Foundation Inc.

Bequests or Deferred Gifts
$10,000 and above
Jeanne and Charles Belew
Alan and Karen Bell
Phyllis and Bill Binford
LeAnn and Stan Clark
Nancy and Charley Cole
Gib and Brenda Compton
Norman Cooper
Nancy and Roger Coulter
Marilee and Rich Donaldson
Dave and Kristen Dreiling
Donna and Larry Erpelding
Karol and Ben Finch
Cathy and Mitchell Foote
Sherry and Curt Frasier
Ed and Deanne Gorsky
Christi and Joe Gottschalk
Bev and Morris Greenwood
Carolyn and Gary Haden
Lee and Barb Harris
Mary and Dan Hebert
Jan and Dick Hedges
Cheryl Hewitt and David Schauner
Betty and Lee Higbie
Mike and Kathy Holen
Robert and Marcella Irby
Carolyn Kaberline
Mike and Gloria Konold
Cheryl and Richard Lewis
Alfred* and LaDonna* Mayer
Karen McMillen
Linda and Timothy* Mitchell
Eveanna Mosier
Galen Norby
Karen and Don Norton
Nancy and Thomas Nurnberg
Carl Nuzman
Joycelyn and Thomas Parish
KelLee Parr
Donna and George* Pierson
Sharon Pooler
Dennis and Nancy Powell
George and Beverly Rutkoskie
Michael and Susan Scully
David and Eileen Simmons
John and Renda Snyder

Brad Stauffer and Judy Molde-Stauffer
Sharon and Alan Sylvester
Marilyn and Bill Taylor
Bob Thompson and 
     Jeanne Curtis-Thompson
Judy and Terry Turner
Richard and Martha Wenger
Nancy and Tex Winter
Ann Zimmerman and Dexter Eggers

Honor Roll of Giving 
July 1, 2016-June 30, 2017
Dean’s Club Ambassadors
$10,000 and above
Jeanne and Charles Belew
Dwayne Broddle
Marilee and Rich Donaldson
Chuck and Sue Engel
Allan and Carolyn Harms
Lee and Barb Harris
Betty and Lee Higbie
Rod and Beverly Nash
Charles and Sandra Rankin
Margaret Ruccolo
Ann Zimmerman and Dexter Eggers

Dean’s Club Benefactors
$1,000-$9,999
Jim Adams and Debbie Mercer
Kathy Borck
Donna Bright
Dwayne Broddle
David and Heidi Butler
LeAnn and Stan Clark
Nancy and Charlie Craig
Gordon and Pat Crosby
Sheri and Bob Curry
Debbie and Mike Dawes
Karen and Jim Day
Terry and Ann Ecklund
Ronald and Joyce Epps
Timothy Etzel
Karol and Ben Finch
David and Jamie Griffin
Cynthia and Ken Habiger
Trina and Russell Harlow
Jan and Dick Hedges
Colene Henson Butler and Charles Butler
Stephanie and Eugene Herl
Mike and Kathy Holen
Steven and Annette Huff
Ken and Judy Hughey
Sue and Basil Kelsey
Mike and Gloria Konold
Gary and Carol Lazarus
Cheryl and Richard Lewis
David and Ruth Martin
Eveanna Mosier
Joyce and Ken Nesmith
Karen and Don Norton
Gene and Judith Olander
Robert and Wendy Perkins
Jo Pralle
Kendra and Cory Ramsey
Alison and Mark Riegel
Sylvia and Roy Robinson
Michael Romaniszyn and Be Stoney
Nancy Ryan
Francis and Phyllis Sanders
Michael and Susan Scully

College of Education
Honor Roll of Philanthropy
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David and Eileen Simmons
Kimberly Staples
Brad Stauffer and Judy Molde-Stauffer
Maureen and Scott Stewart
Marilyn and Bill Taylor
Bob Thompson and Jeanne Curtis-Thompson
Linda Thurston
Janet and Dave Wavering
Ruth Wolfe
Don and Phyllis Woodhull
Dan and Cheryl Yunk

Dean’s Club Mentors
$500-$999
David and Mary Ann Bond
Ann and Tracy Caine
Donald and Sally Chew
Joanne Clum
Nancy and Roger Coulter
Dale Dow
Allison and Matt Ebert
Larry and Genera Farmer
Joyce and Martin Fee
Elizabeth and N. D. Garnett
Abby and David Gourley
Patricia and Charlie Grimwood
Marcia and Allen Hahn
Patricia and Steve Hanson
Elizabeth and Thad Henry
Susan and Charles Herman
Carolyn and David* Hinderliter
Trudie Hoffman
Becky and John Howard
Clarence and Joanne Kirby
Richard and Ardie Kleindienst
Kelly and Pat Landes
Jeremy and Emily Lehning
Linda and James Maddox
Barbara and William Mengeling
Doris Miller
Mary Moore
Donna Pierson
William Powell
Marcia and Palmer Price
Ronald and Suzann Propp
Virginia and Lawrence Propp
Meg and Brett Randall
Arnita and Ronald Schultz
Phyllis and Donald Schultz
Sandra Strawn
Wendy and Jerry Troxel
Mary Sue and Herb Whitney
Jane and Joe Works
Larry and Betty Wright
Ann Zimmerman and Dexter Eggers

Dean’s Club Partners
$250-$499
Joan and Stephen Adams
Jacque Alstatt
Betty and Bruce Amos
Leah and Randel Atchley
Sara and Robert Aufdemberge
Steve and Jonelle Barkyoumb
Edwin and Velda Becker
Patti and Gerald Benda
Darrell Borst and Sandra McLeod-Borst
Pat and Luann Boyer
Tina and Dana Brewer
Nancy and Ronald Bridges
Donna Brodd
Linda and Mike Chapin
Royce Ann Collins and James Martin
Kathleen Connelly Harmon and 
     Randolph Harmon
Sherry and Dale Conrad
Rebecca and John Crowl
Dwight and Anna Davis
Marilyn and Gerald Davis
Diane and Severin DeBacker
John and Carole Denning

Rodney and Judy Dietz
Cindi and Duane Dunn
Marie-Anne and Donald Eickholt
Ann and Howard Erickson
Kevin and Christine Finson
Karla and Steve Fisher
Bonnie Gibbons
Karmen and Jeremy Girard
Ed and Deanne Gorsky
Donald and Ana Grimm
Carolyn and Allen Guernsey
Karen and Gregory Hammer
Jim and Mary Kay Harders
Freddie and Verna Hartfield
Kathryn Hatfield
Nancy Hause
Nancy Hendricks
Linda and Roy Henry
Karen and Gene Holthaus
Stephen and Linda James
Jeff and Lorraine Jensby
Phyllis Johnson
Ramona Johnston
Jane and Lanny Jones
Lisa and Jackie Jones
Marilyn and Terry Kastens
Phillip and Kathryn Kemmerly
Christine and Scott Krebs
Marvis Lary
Von and Jerre Lauer
Cherin and Robert Lee
Viola and Jim Lee
John and Connie Lehman
Nancy and Donald Livingston
Kristi and Mike McCluskey
James and Shirley McGill
Samuel McMillan
Andrea and Mike McWright
Richard Michaelis
Rebecca and Tim Miller
Pat and Leon Mills
Sharon and Kyle Murdock
Marilyn and Ernest Nangle
Carol Ogden-Jones
Pete and Nancy Pallesen
Ligia Paquette
Leroy and Angela Parr
Joyce and Duane Plyter
Bruce and Diane Quantic
Craig and Carol Ratzlaff
Laura and Mike Renfro
Elmer Richers
Charles Ricker
Elizabeth Rider
Bob and Marlene Riedel
Betty Robison
Shari and Mark Rooks
Dirk Rosendahl and Caren Cahill
Alvin and Joan Rusk
Edwin Schmeidler
Deb and Steven Shepek
Cynthia Shuman
Janice and Ted Smith
Joyce and Wayne Speer
Franklin and Jamie Spikes
Jennifer and Bill Sturges
Jim Swint
Sharon and Alan Sylvester
Jim and Kathy Teagarden
Charla and Don Tilton
Deanna Tressin
Bruce Turner
Charles and Laurie Vance
Randol and Bonnie Walker
Cynthia and Jeffrey Wenzel
Matt and Christy White
Grant Wilhite
James and Jean Wohler
Jenny and Shon Yust
Xueqin and Yudong Zhang

Dean’s Club Friends
$100-$249
Peggy and Del Acker
EJ and Caleb Adams
Shelley and Joseph Aistrup
Angela and David Allen
Mary Anne and Karmon Almquist
Allen and Vivian Anderson
Betty Anderson
Edna and Jerry Anderson
Barbara and Rod Arbuthnot
Carol and Pablo Arjona
Jim and Cheryl Armendariz
Ellen and Lauren Baeten
Jerene Bain
Judy Baird
Carrie and Ronald Baker
Cassie and Chad Banka
Carl and Grace Barben
Mark and Bernice Barber
Kyler and Kerrie Barnes
Julie and Michael Barrett
Anthony and Mahilea Barry
Brooks and Tonya Barta
Don and Lydia Barth
Sandy and Bob Bartkoski
Janice and David Bastin
Bernard and Carla Behrends
Eric Beikmann
Marilyn and William Benham
David and Donni Benson
Gretchen and Jason Bergkamp
Patti Berlin and Chuck Samples
Alice and Terry Bertels
Clifford Bieberly and Stacia Garlach
Ruth and Earl Bigge
Amy and David Bipes
Alvin Bird
John and Yolanda Black
Russell and Ann Blackbird
Shirley and John Blankenship
Christopher and Jeanne Boetig
Barb and Matt Boggs
Carolyn and Steven Boren
Rochelle Boster
Ann and Larry Boyce
Sondra and Rodney Bracelin
Samuel and Johnnie Branch
Wanita Bratton
Bradley Breault
Darrell and Pat Brensing
Kelly Briggs
Betty Brindle
Ellen and Ken Brown
Sharon and Robert Brown
Scott and Jennifer Brown
Tex and Ruth Browning
Denise and Jim Brownlee
Patricia Bruce
Mary Bruner
John and Shari Burke
Dustin and Meaghan Burton
Rosemary Butler
Wynn and Mary Ann Butler
Rick Caldwell and Susan Herber
Judith and James Callen
Terri and Tim Cantrell
Patty and Jim Carlson
Virleen and David Carlson
Lora Carmichael and Randal Carmichael
Kelly Carmody
Dana and Barbara Carpenter
Ann Carr
Helena and Bob Caudle
Curtis and Susan Cearley
Judith and William Chastain
Mary and Willard Chegwidden
Kenneth and Sandra Church
Alice Clapsaddle
Jolene Clark
Carne and Peter Clarke

Angie and David Cocanower
Peggy Coen
Gerry Coffman
Crystal Collinsworth
Connie and Greg Compton
Julie and Chris Conard
Mary and Martin Connell
Mary and John Connell
Becky and Mark Conner
Norman Cooper
Kenneth and Billie Coover
Kim and Bob Copple
Cynthia Corn
Patricia Cornish
Lois and Joseph Cox
Deborah Cramer
Ann and William Crampton
Richard Cruz and Heike Schemmel-Cruz
Daniel Cunningham
Mark and Rebecca Dalton
Gail and Todd Daly
Janice Dana
Connie Davis
Richard and Judy Davis
Sherri and William DeBoom
Bob and Tracey DeBruyn
Bonnie Deiter
Libby and Michael DePinto
Sandra and Jay Detter
Jean Dettmer
Helen* and Loren Detwiler
Mary Devin
Robert and Colleen Dickerson
Susan and Ed Dillinger
Marilyn and Jack Dillon
Roger Dirks and Cindy Capellari
Sherry Doctor
Irene and Robert Dodder
Norma and James Doornbos
Raymond Doswell and 
     Bonita Baxter-Doswell
Laura Downey
Rebecca and Danny Downs
Marilee Drouhard and Byron Nordhus
Barbara and David Dvergsten
Sarah and Casey Dwyer
Donna and Roger Eaton
Deborah and Robert Eaverson
Gay Eddy
Beth and Wally Edmonds
Janet and Morris Edwards
Rick and Susan Eichor
Virginia and Harold Eisenbarth
Jackie Elliott
Kathleen and Bruce Elsey
Elizabeth and Terence Engelken
Geary and Linda Engemann
Naomi England
Nancy and Jay Evans
Frances Falen
Claudia and Joseph Feeney
Charles and Jennifer Fessenden
Kendra and Josiah Feuerbacher
Mitchell and Sharon Fick
Ronald and Katherine Fielder
Kelly Foltz
Colette and Scott Ford
Michelle and Dan Foster
Henrietta Fox
Linda and Ron Fraass
Gerald and Linda Franklin
Nell Friedrichs
Robert and Robin Frye
Donald and Patricia Gagnon
Charles Gallion
Patsy and Harold Garner
Nancy and Earl Gatz
Lou Ann and Randy Gebhards
Preston George
Jan and Fred Gibbs
Karen and Jim Goble
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Linda and James Goddard
Peggy and Richard Goe
Lori and Todd Goodson
Rhonda and Tim Green
Rebecca and Mark Gregory
Carol and Tom Grennan
Carol and Thomas Hadorn
Joseph and Jane Handlos
John and Susan Hanford
Bernita Hannigan
Asel and Joanne Harder
Connie Harris
Joe and Sheila Harrison
Mary and James Harvey
Ronald Hatfield
Gary and Ortrud Hauptli
Tom and Diane Hawk
Jacqueline and Robert Hays
Linda and Ted Heath
Mary and Dan Hebert
Roger and Barbara Heiman
Patty and Jim Hellmer
Amy and David Hendricks
Lori and Corey Henry
Carol and Gary Hergott
Meg and Daniel Hewes
Candice Hill
Melinda and Kevin Hixson
Johnette and Robert Hodgin
Douglas and Nancy Hoglund
Gary and Melissa Hopkins
Pamela and Mike Hopkins
Roy and Roberta Hopkins
Peggy House
Shelley and Gary Houser
Beverly and Eddie Howard
Ronald and Jeannie Hughes
Marcie and Thomas Hunter
Norman and Jeanette Hupe
Hope Hurla Lo and Paul Lo
Mary Jane Hurley
Rhonda and Fred Huser
Janet and Robert Iotti
Jan and Jon Isch
Cala and Kenneth Istas
Linda Ives
Janice and Darold Jackson
Lakeisha Jackson
Mary and Charles Jackson
Heather and David Jacus
Linda and Terry James
Kara and Jake Janzen
Clint and Jeanette Jayne
Gene and Darlene Jeppesen
Charla Jerome
Roy and Judy Johansen
Lucille Johnson
Pam and Randy Johnston
Linda Jolly
Ellen and Ronald Jones
Genevieve and David Jones
Jean Jones
Jan and Ken Jorns
Myrtly Joyner
Marilyn and Charles Kaff
Rebecca and Kail Katzenmeier
Charlotte Keith
Kathie and Jeffrey Keller
Carolyn and Charles Kellogg
Bill and Faye Kennedy
Janet and Bruce Kernes
Bob and Shellaine Kiblinger
Bob and Regennia Kilmer
Judy and Tom Kimball
Kelly and Matthew Kinnan
Lori and Greg Kinney
Mark and Ann Knackendoffel
Erin and Bret Knighton
Lily and Vernon Kober
Elizabeth Koehn
Rita and Rick Krause

Laura and Edward Krieger
Craig Kuehnert
Dianna and Chuck Kuntz
Brad Kunze
Meredith and Gary La Shell
Ruth Lackey
Susan and David Lalman
Sheree Lambert
Julia and David Lancaster
Dennis and Carol Landis
Jessica and Shawn Lane
Lori Lang
George Lange
Kenneth and Carol Lash
Mike and Angela Laurie
Mary and John LaVarnway
Don and Corrine Leonard
John Letourneau
Bonnie and Michael Lewis
Lynne and Randi L’Hommedieu
Nancy and Jeff Lichtenfels
Linda and Steven Lock
Mary and Lawrence Lonsinger
Barbara and Jim Lorson
Robert and Louise Lovin
Sherry and Terry Lust
Victoria and Kip Lynch
Jennifer MacFadyen
Terri and Tadeusz Maciuba
Darla and Mike Mallein
Paul and Teddi Maneth
Susan Mann
Carol and Terry Manz
Janice Martens
Kathy and Max Martin
Frank and Rachel Maxwell
Kim and Jamie McAtee
Jacqueline and Roger McCormick
Janet and Thomas McCoy
Linda and Dick McCreight
Harry and Charlotte McDonald
JoAnn McDowell
Shawn and Tonya McIlnay
Jim McKinnis
Karen McMillen
Toni and Jeff McReynolds
Catherine and James Meeker
Connie and Gary* Mehl
Clifton Meloan
Patricia Merrill
Ted and Florence Metcalf
Kelly and Troy Meyers
Julie and Dennis Mildenberger
Cathy and John Miller
Everett and Marlene Miller
Monte and Lynda Miller
Teresa and Randy Miller
Verna and Daniel Miller
Elizabeth and Meade Mitchell
Virginia and John Mixer
Mary and S. Moon
Virginia Moon
Carol and Kenneth Moore
John and Cara Moore
Laryssa and Douglas Morehead
Wendy and Dusty Moshier
Karen and Leon Mosteller
Rita Muckenthaler
Sharlene and Karl Mueldener
Diane and Patrick Mulligan
Janice and James Mulvany
Scott Murphy and Marieke Wolfe
Steve and Sylvia Murphy
Doris Nanninga
Jennifer Nash
Glen and Ruby Nelson
Kendra and Daran Neuschafer
Thistle and Jeremy Newcomb
Brad and Barb Newitt
Sharilyn and Jeff Newtson
Michael and Kathy Novak

Judith and De Forrest Noyes
Eleanor and Jarrell Nuss
Charlie Nutt
Theresa and Brandon Oakes
Robert and Jonice Oblander
Kristi and Justin Ochs
Sandy and Leslie Ogg
Owen O’Heir
Mary and George Ohlund
Phillip and Patricia Osborne
Rachel and Tom O’Sullivan
Sue and Larry Papenfuss
Barbara Park
Karen and James Pate
Jeanette and Dan Pearson
Theresa and Buck Peddicord
Liz and Ken Peirce
Jim and Linda Pendarvis
Erica and Darin Penner
Gerald and Verjanis Peoples
Jack Perna
Sharla and James Pfeifer
Gayle and Stanley Plummer
Georgia and Roger Pollard
Sharon Pooler
Katie and Theodore Pope
Jean and Charles Popelka
JoAnn and Gary Pottorff
Lori and Shawn Potts
Patricia and Jerry Prather
Pamela and Steven Preston
Ronald Preston
Kirsten and Mack Price
Leonard and Sharon Purvis
Cheryl Raborn
Leslie Rader
Virginia and Brian Reilly
Pat and John Reppert
Beth and Steve Reust
Howard and Beverly Rhoden
Lori and John Riedel
Joan and Dan Roda
Nick and Lori Rodriguez
Susan and Dennis Rogers
Carol and Jay Russell
Sandra and Edwin Rutkowski
Candace and Scott Sage
Patrick and Linda Sandoval
Frank Schmidtlein
Ryan and Kaycee Schoonover
Marthann Schulte
Joyce Schultz
Julie and Jeffrey Schutzler
Jewelda and Steve Scofield
Emmett and Ardith Scott
Winston and Jacqueline Scott
Seth and Cassie Scripter
Anne and Harold Severance
Sammy and Charla Seymore
Janice and Ken Shobe
Carianne and Troy Short
Nancy and David Shuss
Janice and James Sim
Bette and Gary Skaggs
Vicki and William Slater
Monne Smith
Gay Southwell
Kyle and Dennis Speichinger
Ron Speight
Margie Spiers
Margie Staggs and Bruce Champlin
Marsha and Paul Stallsworth
Cole Stanley
Carolyn and Alan States
Tammy and Don Steeples
Howard and Evelyn Stenzel
Jennifer and Jonathan Stillwell
Kathy and Rob Stitt
Jerry Stolov
Nancy Stone
Marcia Storer

Barbara and Terry Stout
Cheryl and Matt Stout
Gail and Robert Strader
Maxine Strawn
Ron and Julie Sumner
Roland and Karen Swanson
Nancy and Eugene Swearingen
Ronda and Donald Sweat
Carol and Donna Swenson
Kathy and Tom Tarbutton
Marilyn and Robert Thalhimer
Judy and Duane Thiel
Wendell and JoAnn Thompson
Dennis and Gwyneth Throne
Shelley and Tom Thull
Judith and Roger Timken
Linda Timmons
Audrey Todd
Andy Tompkins
Betsy and Aaron Towns
Ken and Mary Anne Trickle
Judy and Terry Turner
Susan and James Turner
Stacy and Joel Tyler
Ronna and Gary Tyson
John and Bernadette Usera
Fred and Alicia Van Ranken
Scott and Carielyn VanDeCreek
Dorothy Vawter
Ron and Tammy Vinduska
Elisabeth and Ronald Vinson
Kristy and Brian Virginia
Shirley and Keith Vogts
Nancy and Thomas Wakefield
Connie and Duane Walker
Suzanne Walker
Carolyn and Ray Waller
Mary Sue Wallerius-Ash and David Ash
Sharon and David Wanklyn
Diana and Howard Warren
Donna and Lonny Wartman
Robert and Patti Wayman
Shari and Craig Weeks
Susie and Stan Weir
Beth and Gary Weishaar
Kay and Robert Wessel
Brian Wetta
Clifford and June Wheeler
Cheryl and Royce White
Kelly and Tim White
Robin and Jason Whitten
Linda and Ron Wilcox
JoLina and Douglas Wildeman
Ann Wiles
Sondra Wilkerson
Jonie Williams
Lisa and Gary Williams
Jean and Bill Willson
Marsha and James Wilson
Nancy and Meryl Wilson
Don and Jan Wissman
Mary and Robert Wolf
Neva Wood
Lynda and Monty Woodard
Nancy and Lee Woodford
Marilyn and Robert Wright
Sylvia and David Wright
Jennifer Yackley
Linda and Gale Yarrow
Susan and Jeff Zacharakis
Kent and Karen Zernickow
Rolland and Sharon Zier
Gary and Constance Zuck
* Deceased
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Imagine a legend telling you that he admires you. That’s exactly 
what happened to students in Lori Goodson’s Core Teaching class 
when K-State legendary football coach Bill Snyder said he admired 
them for their career choice.

A reverent stillness filled the air as Snyder shared a story about a 
teacher who made a difference in his life and encouraged the future 

“I admire your choice 
to do so.”

— Bill Snyder

teachers to become emotionally invested in their students, to set 
goals and establish a value system.

“Don’t make it (success) rocket science,” Snyder said. “Only 50 
percent of people set goals and only 5 percent have a plan. The last 
part is hard work, and it’s something you have total control over. 
Perseverance allows us to achieve.”


